
   

       

  Sending Hugs Gift Basket
 
£95.85

IN STOCK

Quick Overview
The Hug You Better gift basket is the ideal comfort gift, and the
perfect gift to send when you can't be there in person to cuddle
someone that you care about.  

  Details
 
The Hug You Better gift basket is perhaps more suited for a younger lady or a female who is young at heart. The focal point is the lavender cozy
hottie microwaveable bunny. A toy and comforter in one, it has a heatable lavender filled pouch that can be heated to release soothing and
warming aromas. There is also a lavender sleep well eyemask which complements the lavender bunny to leave the young lady feeling soothed
and relaxed. The basket contains a light hearted reading novel and this weeks edition of OK Celebrity magazine. There is a puzzle book, an adult
colouring book and colouring pencils to keep her entertained while relaxing her mind. A Wild Olive bath tea bag is also featured in this gift
basket, containing natural salts and oils for when she wants to soothe her body in a relaxing bath. These items are combined with a box of
luxury hot drinking chocolate pods from Butlers Chocolates, to help her curl up with a mug of pure hot chocolate. All this is combined with a
box of hand baked dutch toffee stroopwaffles, a healthy bag of apple crisps, and a yummy pack of 100% vegan chocolate butter cups. A
collection of sweet treats and huggable gifts that's guaranteed to make her feel loved and special.

Additional Information
 
Contents Cozy Cuddles Heatable Lavender Bunny Sleep Well Lavender Filled Eye Mask Celebrity Magazine OK/Hello

Reading Novel For Her Pocket Posh Puzzle Book Sunshine and Bloom Adult Colouring Book Faber Castell
Colouring Pencils x 12 Butlers Luxury Drinking Chocolate Box 250g Tregroes Bakery Dutch Toffee
Stroopwaffles Wild Olive 100% Natural Bath Tea Bag Pink Finch Real Apple Crips Love Raw 100% Vegan
Chocolate Butter Cups Presented in fabric lined Open Wicker Basket
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